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ABSTRACT
This article examines the specifics of the educational process transformation in the context of the pandemic, analyzes formal and substantive changes in educational activities. The innovations significance in the educational process that have entered the educational space as a consequence of the coronavirus COVID-19 spread and possible risks are determined. Special attention is paid to pedagogical risks, the results of which are of the delayed character, so may appear not in the process of teaching students, but in the professional activities of specialists in a few years. Three groups of risks are forecast. The main reason of these risks is insufficient universal competencies formation that ensure the social skills development in the learning process. Such pedagogical risks can provoke various consequences (social, professional and personal). The first group of risks is associated with a students' socialization process violation in a predominantly remote format of interaction between participants in educational relations. The second group of risks is the professional one. It is associated with the predominance of the training theoretical component over the practical one. The third group is the personal risks that are associated with the formation of an individual behavior strategy. All risks are considered as hypothetical. The possibility of their leveling is noted, taking into account the educational strategy adjustment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the context of the coronavirus pandemic spread, the world community has been functioning for more than six months. The first forecasts have either proved to be true, or have demonstrated their persistent failure. It is time to summarize the results of the transformations that have affected various aspects of human life. The changes that were initially considered sporadic and had an impact on certain areas of social and public life have become systemic over time, and the solution of emerging problems has become complex. So, gradually, all spheres of human life were transformed into a new reality due to the spread of the coronavirus COVID-19.

The greatest interest in the scientific community is caused by changes that have occurred in the field of economics and law. Inasmuch, the result of changes is clearly expressed, and the consequences are easily calculated and verified. The economic processes reverse and the new legal norms production have new legal norms have provided the states viability and minimized social problems, but created conditions for hybrid threats of delayed nature.

The relevance of this research is determined by the need to study deep changes in those industries where risks of identifying problems may appear due to abrupt transformations at later stages of social development. This applies to those social spheres, where the human factor is important. One of these areas is education, because the formation of personality is a long and complex process, and all the factors that were involved in this process can affect the result in different ways.

The educational system has undergone a significant transformation during the pandemic. It had an impact not only on the form of educational organizations work, but also on the educational process content. The educational process at all education levels has changed. This includes the amount of hours, forms of work, ways of interaction between participants in educational relations. This led to the development of new methods or adaptation of the old ones, the new educational materials creation and the interactive technical tools in the work inclusion.

At the same time, education involves not only learning and teaching activities, but also pedagogical activities, as well as activities for the development of the individual, which remains out of the field of view of most scientists. Article 2 of the Federal law "On Education in the Russian Federation" contains a key definition. The education is interpreted through the lexemes "fostering" and "teaching". These content elements become particularly relevant with the introduction of new higher education Federal Educational Standard, which include a number of universal competencies that reflect the indicators of students' personal growth, i.e. aimed at the formation of so-called "soft skills". Therefore, issues related to the risks...
of the pandemic impact on the fostering process has to be studied.
This work is characterized by novelty, since it contributes to the formation of experience in understanding the pedagogical consequences of the coronavirus spread. In this paper, we define and characterize not formal, but substantive changes on how the pandemic affected the educational process side. It is important to note that in contrast to the formal side, where it is possible to determine the immediate qualitative and quantitative indicators of changes, the content of the educational process is measured only in the long term, when today's students start their professional activities. Therefore, we can calculate the number of training hours that were lost due to the switch to a new working format. But we cannot calculate the impact of this switch on the training level and the future specialist's quality of education. The most important thing, in our opinion, is the pedagogical contingent-risks associated with students' characteristics.
The aim of the study is to determine the coronavirus spread pedagogical consequences, i.e. to identify the existing risks in the formation of future specialists' universal competencies in higher education institutions, taking into account the learning process transformation.

2. RESEARCH METHODS
The research material is the existing Federal and regional levels program documents, educational organizations local acts and educational materials, as well as their scientific and methodological understanding, presented in recent research.
The information legal block analysis, based on the theoretical methods used in the research to achieve this goal (deduction and induction methods, as well as generalization method and content analysis), allowed us to form an idea of the problem current state. We have also understood that many local acts adopted during the pandemic, as noted by G. B. Romanovsky, “restrict basic human rights and do not comply with some Federal laws” [1]. We understand that such acts were adopted in an extraordinary situation and the restrictions were forced. But it should be noted that without further legislation systematization in the regulating educational relations field, some violations can become systemic. The Russian Ministry of education and science adopted new higher education Federal Educational Standards in August 2020. These standards are a kind of response to the challenges that have become obvious under the impact of the coronavirus spread in the process of educational transformations. The transformations were launched this spring.
A meaningful analysis of Russian documents clearly indicates that the issues of an educational nature and the formation of a full-fledged personality in the learning process are understood as a priority. Universal competencies that should be formed are, first of all, a set of over-professional skills that affect the professional and personal qualities of a person. Team work and leadership (YK-3), communication (YK-4), cross-cultural interaction (YK-5), and other competencies included in the Federal Educational Standards require the educational organization to pay attention not only to the formal indicators of learning, but also to the educational process content. According to article 12.1 of the Federal law "on education in the Russian Federation" came into operation on 01/09/2020. This law said that the pedagogical working program had to be included into educational programs. This will help to form the student's personality both in terms of developing the qualities necessary for carrying out work at a high professional level, and in terms of developing social skills, necessary for successful socialization of the individual.

The coronavirus spread has significantly changed the educational space. It has created conditions for possible ambiguous consequences of the current period, i.e. it has led to the occurrence of risks for further system development and the its participants characteristics. The risks can be classified as formal and informative respectively. This research is based on such theoretical methods as analysis, synthesis, classification, analogy, and abstraction in the systematization of existing positions in science process. As a result, we have found that there are more research on formal risks.
The subject of most of the research devoted to the education problems during the pandemic is the introduction of remote learning elements in the educational process. We have analyzed the works of researchers in this direction. They represent three key groups: methodological, empirical and reflexive.
The first group is methodological research. It is associated with the analysis and implementation of individual methods for new, mostly remote forms of work [2-5]. These works are usually based on the author's experience of testing methods, ways and technical means of remote work. These works represent a generalization of the positive and negative innovations aspects as a result of their implementation into the educational process. This group of studies is of great practical importance for educational organizations employees, as it allows us to assess the innovations potential.
The second group is empirical research. It consists of works devoted to analyzing the applied innovations effectiveness and identifying problems in this direction based on the analysis of the results of various experiments, surveys, and experiments conducted with participants of the new educational paradigm [6-7]. They allow us to understand the real moods and capabilities of those individuals who find themselves in the conditions of the coronavirus spread. They had to face with the fact of imminent changes. The analyzed data can serve as an priceless material for work aimed at systematizing further educational policy, taking into account the discovered problems.
The third group is reflexive research. It includes the work of researchers who try to consider the issue of optimizing the educational process comprehensively, taking into account its updating, analyzing existing problems, and suggesting possible ways to solve these problems [8-15].
These are comprehensive works that provide possible material for updating educational relations, taking into account the problems that have already arisen in practice, including legal, economic and executive solutions.

Content risk analysis is seen in a small percentage of research. They are of a limited subject nature. For example, they are devoted to the organizations individual structures activities. For example, the experience of the Yekaterinburg Youth Centre is studied [16]. The research can also be devoted to the organizations individual structures forms of work. For example, the features of pedagogical practice in the form of an online camp are analyzed [17].

The peculiarity of these works is the consideration of educational process as a very broad process, without excluding educational activities. The researchers see the risks associated with the switch to remote learning. These risks lead to the educational process formalization. The scientists emphasize the importance of personal and emotional contact between a lecturer, a teacher or a professor and a student [18].

Based on the identified problem points in the content of the educational process during the pandemic, the need to involve auxiliary methods was identified. These means are carrying surveys and interviews. Our empirical studies were conducted as reactive mini-surveys in oral and written form in relation to the results of research conducted by other scientists. It was done in order to confirm or deny these results with the help of our respondents group. This group consisted from University students that were studying in the field of law. We have found it important to establish two key points. The first one is the question "How are the students ready for an innovative learning format?". The second question is "How do they organize their educational activities?". Our surveys have confirmed the our colleagues' conclusions on the point that students are least likely to choose an innovative style of responding to changes [19]. We can note that the need to study remotely with the help of technical means caused negative emotions in the majority of respondents. It was associated not only with the point that some people were unable to use new resources, but also with an unwillingness to learn how to use them. The independent choice of content for studying leads students to turn to educational videos on YouTube [12]. The researchers that asked the same question have made the similar conclusion. We have also found that students rarely put the quality of educational content in the foreground. They are more interested in the time they spend on understanding the topic.

Thus, the combination of theoretical and practical methods allowed us to draw a number of conclusions about the pedagogical risks that are present in educational activities as a consequence of the coronavirus spread, and the transformation of educational relations in this regard. Using the forecasting method, we formulated the main groups of content risks in the contingent-risk field.

3. RESEARCH RESULTS

As a result of the study, we have found that, despite dramatic changes in educational relationships, most of the participants in these relationships were able to adapt to the new format of work without significant loss of quality. We can also say that there is a certain qualitative growth. Students' grades in the process of intermediate and final assessment this year have become higher. Formal indicators of the educational process, with a number of exceptions, have been adjusted. The time of classes, forms of work and thematic content of courses did not change. However, the content components in the personality formation aspect as a result of comprehensive training could not be fully preserved, which had an impact on students and will have its social consequences in the future. The most affected are those competencies that can be formed exclusively in the team with personal communication of its participants. For example, universal competencies that are contained in the Federal Educational Standards, especially the VK-3.4.5.6.

We have identified 3 groups of risks that can have a serious impact on the formation of society in the future. We think that this impact will be seen when the generation, affected by the pandemic, becomes independent in professional and social terms. The most serious risks are social, professional, and personal, according to our research.

4. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The educational space has changed dramatically, but its content is still aimed at personal development. Taking into account modern changes, this aspect is moving to the foreground. The educational paradigm has undergone some significant transformations. These transformations are meaningful not only for the entire system, but also for individual participants of educational relations.

Despite the fact that the problems of lecturers and professors to switch to a new type of work are more often discussed, students also find themselves in an uncomfortable situation and continue experiencing stress. We agree with the opinion that during a pandemic, "the regular sequence of actions, the clear hierarchy of values of a place, a thing, or home changes... social stereotypes change". And these changes are directly proportional to the age of the participants in the relationship. The older a person is, the longer it takes to adapt to innovations [20].

The situation in this case is quite complex, because students have already had their own idea of the standard educational process, of the roles of a "professor" and a "student" in it, of the tasks that they face, and, most importantly, of the work form. Any changes were as dramatic for them as they were for the lecturers and professors. And for many students, the new conditions were less clear, because they violated the usual boundaries of communication zones. The technical means that were used in personal space suddenly became a means of
obtaining academic knowledge. The problem aggravates by the fact that traditionally schools, colleges and universities did not encourage the use of gadgets for educational purposes. This leads to students’ disorientation, communication norms violation, failure in the style of communication, which in the new conditions with a high workload of lecturers escapes their field of view. Some students, who were excellent speakers in the audience, completely distance themselves from communication, because they cannot demonstrate their skills in this working mode. Others refuse to communicate at all, because they assume that there is no existing need to establish contact. So, we can say that one of the key YK-4 (communication) competencies is not formed completely. The first risk in this regard seems to us, first of all, professional within the framework of the communication field, when specialists are not ready to communicate in a professional environment at the proper level. We will appeal to YK-3 (teamwork and leadership). The formation of these skills is associated with working in a group, but if we take into account the specifics of indirect communication, it becomes almost impossible. The main pedagogical traditional work forms like working in small groups, debating, aquarium discussions lose their meaning in the context of remote communication. These methods can be used, but the educational effect becomes less significant. Secondly, this is a personal risk. Many people will not be able to fully express their thoughts after completing their education course. So they will face problems, like misunderstanding in both professional sphere and day-to-day life. And this will lead to provoking conflicts. It should be noted that if students are in the same classroom, they are forced to establish contact with their groupmates and lecturers, thereby developing their social skills. If we consider the remote communication, everyone is alone. Socialization has not only slowed down, but practically stopped, because it was imposed on state measures for self-isolation for citizens. Many students note that they no longer communicate with their groupmates, and the existing groups in social networks are empty. Pay attention to the fact that most families are still created by people who met during their student years. So there is a risk that a whole generation of families whose conscious age fell on the pandemic will not be created. Therefore, we can also define this problem as a social risk. The lack of socialization and loss of social connections between students may become a sufficient problem. This risk can have various consequences from purely personal problems (people will not make a family or friends) to social ones (dissatisfaction with the state, participation in public riots). As it turned out during the remote learning, most of the students could not organize themselves while completing homework, because earlier the organizing function was taken over by lecturers in the audience. They kept the track of time, reminded about the deadlines, controlled the process. The abrupt switch to remote learning revealed another problem. The outflow of those students who did not have the proper competence according to YK-6 (self-organization and self-development). They could not apply the principles of time management and claimed that the load has become too large. Students are not ready for independent control, they can not adapt to new reality, which leads to problems with sleep, exceeding the reasonable limit of work at the computer, irrational waste of time due to lack of focus on one thing. For many students, the educational strategy is unbalanced. If earlier academic and extracurricular work complemented each other, then while the remote learning, the learning process began to occupy almost all the time. And this, to some extent, led to the increase in scores. In particular, the results of the Unified State Exam in 2020 in subjects such as Russian language, literature, social studies, history have increased, and the percentage of excellent students in many groups has sharply increased. However, according to the results of monitoring the students-teachers formation quality, the scientists have proven that the high score at the Unified State Exam is not always a condition for the formation of a high-qualified specialist in the future [21]. Thus, it is impossible to talk about full-fledged all-round development of the individual in the conditions of individual unilateral development when obtaining theoretical knowledge at the expense of reducing practical skills. This risk is complex. Failure to self-organize, to manage time and life will lead to inefficient work and psychological problems. Thus, there are a lot of risks that can negatively affect the generation that has become participants in such period. The educational process is a multidimensional concept that represents "the broadcast of cultural, spiritual and moral experience and professional skills" [22]. In particular, it is provided that in higher education institutions there is a unique academic environment that has been developing for decades. It has traditionally been a part of five communication with leading professors. Therefore, passing the socio-cultural development stages of a person in the learning process is associated with the concept of "personal culture". It is understood as an integral product of the educational process [23], the formation of which becomes difficult when the process itself breaks down into separate elements with the loss of a valuable component, the contact work of the professor and the student. It should be noted that risks have possible negative consequences. At the same time, it is already possible to observe some positive aspects of the ongoing changes. During the pandemic, some professors and students began to work more smoothly, i.e. they were able to implement a subject-subject model of interaction. New models of interactive technologies for self-regulation formation were developed [24]. Students’ interest in additional literature was noted, and many people used the opportunities for more active interaction with professors, taking into account remote communication. We can assume that the above risks are minimized for these categories of professors and students. But the stressful nature of innovations still matters.
5. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the study, we have found that the coronavirus spread consequences will be observed in various areas of human life for a significant period of time. The changes will be mostly noticed in those areas where the key element of the system's functioning is human capital.

The modern educational system has undergone significant transformations in such a short period of time. And it has certainly affected those people, who found themselves part of it during this unstable period. A number of changes can be noticed right now, but they are mostly formal in nature, calculated at the moment. Meaningful changes have a delayed effect and their impact on students' personalities may only appear in a few years or under certain social conditions.

There are several groups of risks that can lead to negative consequences both in the individuals' lives and in the society development. The first group is associated with the lack of socialization or its limitation. This can lead to social instability, the growth of conflicts on the scale of both certain communities and the whole society. Professional risks are associated with the fact that most students are not able to work remotely in a group and establish productive communication with colleagues. This can lead to professional conflicts and to the inability of some specialists to fully perform official tasks due to the discrete nature of training. Personal risks relate to certain groups of students who have not been able to make friends, have been isolated. This will affect their individual behavior over time.

Thus, these risks can have serious consequences, but they can be prevented if the specifics of the pandemic impact on a person are comprehensively assessed, taking into account the scope of their activities during the changing situation in the world. Problems in the educational environment can be leveled by updating lost competencies in the process of further education and creating an educational model that takes into account the gaps that have arisen at the current moment. Thus, the existing risks can be transformed into a constructive basis for future positive innovations.
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